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News from

Denmark

two of the days- which was of great
interest to the scouts and which had

Tydal Jamborette 2015 – with
Fellowship Camp

quite a few visitors.
Two outings were offered with the
Fellowship members - one to the well-

The Danish minority is estimated to hold
about 50,000 members in the province
of South Slesvig, in Slesvig Holsten of

known Glucksborg Castle, the residence
of the Father-in-Law of Europe, the
Danish King Christian VIII.

Germany. It even has its own scout

The second outing went to the Hamborg

association, Danish Scout Association of

Hallig, one of the most interesting

South Slesvig, DSS.

Halligs in the Northsea tidal areas. This

Around 600 Danish and International
scouts made an appointment of joining

Hallig, however, is connected to the
mainland by a dam.

at the Scout Centre of Tydal in South

Furthermore, the Fellowship camp also

Slesvig,

well-known

offered a Midnight Scouts own, round

Jamborette in the beautiful nature in

table discussions about Fellowship work

the Trene valley of Egggebek local

and an open-air Fellowship Guild Hall, in

municipality.

which the Danish National President,

meeting

at

the

Also found at the Jamborette was a
camp in the camp, the Fellowship camp,
which was run by the Guild of Flensborg.
69 members participated from Denmark
and Germany, either during the whole

Mr. Helmut Werth, was the speaker, and
the Chairman for the Danish Minority
political party, SSW, Mr. Flemming
Meyer, discoursed on his relations to
Guild Law and –Promise.

camp or just some of the days, partly

The

doing their own programme. Quite a few

ceremonial and nice Gilwell-Reunion for

German members participated in the

all Gilwell scouts of the camp.

camp, which had its own entrance with
the ISGF logo.

Guild

Camp

also

framed

a

However, the largest project of the
Fellowship camp was the packing of a 40

The Fellowship camp also offered a

foot container, which was filled up with

special programme for the scouts for

300 school tables and corresponding

school chairs, bicycles, toys and many

charges are made paid the Danmission,

other things. The container was heading

which runs the organization “Recycling

for Zambia, the twining partner of the

to

Guild

received in Lusaka at the end of

of

Flensborg,

in

which

Mrs.

Jennifer Chiwela has for many, many
years been the headmaster of the PAF
schools of Zambia. Now the headmaster
job has been taken over by Mrs. Gina
Chiwela, Jennifer Chiwelas’s daughter.

the

South”.

The

container

was

December, 2015.
The camp was a most splendid and
unusual Fellowship Camp, where many
close and important friendships were
established between Danish and German
Fellowship members.
Ami Jessen,
Guildmaster of Flensborg Guild

Tydal workshop 2016
Nordic-Baltic Sub-region organized a
workshop in the Tydal scout centre. Liv
Aure-Olli was workshop chairperson,
while Helmut Werth and Anne HaastrupNielsen were hosts.

School chairs and tables for Zambia

Tydal scout centre, with Helmut Werth and Harald
B. Pettersen

The workshop was held 30-31 January
2016, and was combined with at meeting
in
Packing the container for Zambia

the

January.

Nordic-Baltic
The

main

Committee
themes

of

29
the

workshop were how to increase our
visibility, both towards scouts and scout

The school furniture was a donation for
precisely these schools. The carrying

leaders, and towards society in general;
and how to achieve

a better

co-

operation between the guilds and the

scouts and scout leaders will be invited

national scout associations.

to participate.

A total of 17 representatives from

We also exchanged experinces about

Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

the Peace Flame, and got valuable

participated. We had plenum presen-

insight into the activities in the other

tations, in which the various countries

countries.

told a little of what they are doing to
increase visibility. As an example, we

The workshop was concluded with a

were told that the Danish guilds had

scouts own in the little Tydal church.

participated

in

a

major

exhibition,

where various organisations presented
themselves. Also, the Norwegian guilds
informed that they were increasing
their

visibility

by

holding

”open

arrangements”, i.e. ¨guild meetings and
walking trips that were open also to
scouts and scout leaders.
We also had time for group brainstormings,

in

proposals

for

increasing

which

we

different

visibility,

threw

in

ways

of

both

towards

scouts and scout leaders, and towards
adults who have not been scouts.

The church at the Tydal scout centre

Knut Jorde, IS Norway

News from

Finland

Annual meeting 2016
Three of our Finnish participants in deep discussion

The need to recruit younger members
was also discussed, and we agreed to
hold a youth forum on this issue at the
Nordic-Baltic Gathering in Gothenburg
in August 2018. In order to ensure
relevant input in these work-shops,

Finland had their annual meeting the
first week in March. The meeting was
held in the south, in Rasepori at a folk
high

school.

We

had

nearly

40

participants, starting Saturday with an
excursion to some of the old iron works
in the area. One of the most well known

is Fiskars, whose products are known all

No candidates! The result was that the

over the world.

election

In the evening we

committee

and

the

Board

enjoyed a campfire with a traditional

continue their search for a candidate

singsong and good companionship. Finally

and the voting will be by e-mail. In the

we walked to the old medieval stone

meantime our deputy Guild Master,

church nearby (built around 1465) where

Doris Stockmann, will function as Guild

the evening ended with calm music.

Master.

Annual meeting participants

Doris and Pirjo in the annual meeting

The meeting continued on Sunday with
morning prayer in the school´s chapel, a

Franciscus Guild 40 years

short seminar for guild masters, both
present
meeting

and

upcoming.

itself,

with

The

annual

approval

of

In April, Finland´s largest LSGF, the
Franciscus Guild from the town of
celebrated

their

40th

accounts, reports, activity plans for this

Rauma,

anni-

year etc. continued in accordance with

versary.

the usual agenda.

members and one of the founding

They have more than a 100

members is still active. The “birthday
party” took place at the Scout House in
Rauma,

where

multiple

participants

enjoyed both a fine program and a good
dinner.
In spite of being the largest LSGF in
Finland, Franciscus Guild is not the
oldest.

Last November an LSGF in

Helsinki

could

celebrate

anniversary,

New members to the National Board

Sämpylä Guild was founded just after

should also be elected. That went very
well, we got three new members to
replace those who were leaving. But we
did not get a new National Guild Master.

members

with

one

present!

of

70th

From the 2016 annual meeting

founding

also

its

the
The

the 2nd World War and for a long time
the members came from one scout group
only.

But by the turn of the century

they decided to open up also for other

members in a true scouting spirit and is

which share it within their community.

now an active and growing fellowship.

Finally, if the Flame reaches Mariehamn
in time, on December 6th it lights the
candles on the graves of the soldiers

The Stamp Bank

who died in the last war. Because the

The Stamp Bank in Finland could present
a very good result for last year – the
income was nearly doubled! One of the
reasons was that we negotiated an
agreement with the Scout Union of
Finland that we could place stamp-boxes

Åland Archipelago is a non-military zone
and there are no soldiers stationed on
the islands, the candles on the soldiers`
graves are lighted by the scouts and
guides. We feel this has a very strong
symbolic message for peace.

in the Scout Union’s regional offices.
All the stamps from the offices would
be put in the boxes and the nearest
LSGF would empty the boxes regularly
and send the stamps to our Stamp Bank
manager. The Stamp Bank’s result shows
that this was a success!
The Peace Light in the old church of Esbo

The Peace Light
The

Peace

travelled

Light

through

from
Finland

Bethlehem
also

last

Future Events: Finnjamboree
2016 at Evo

December and brought joy and thoughts
of peace to lots of people. We get it by

In July Finland’s NSGF will take part in

boat from Stockholm to Turku and from

the

there scouts and guild members bring it

ROIHU. The camp will have more than

further.

The Peace Light and its

16000 participants, of which around

message was part of Christmas time

3200 from other countries, thus being

arrangements all over the country in the

one of the largest camps ever arranged

church, schools, kindergartens, senior

in Finland.

citizens homes and of course scouting

central Finland. The NSGF will have a

arrangements and LSGFs activities. The

tent with presentations and program for

LSGF in Åland Islands for example

visitors in the area called “Keidas” (The

travels to Turku to pick up the Peace

Oasis).

Light and then brings it to Åland

refuge for tired scout leaders, where

through the archipelago by car and small

they can relax, find a quiet moment,

ferries because the large ferries which

have a cup of coffee,

travels directly to Mariehamn refuse to

have their hair done or perhaps a

carry an open flame. On the way, the

pedicure, spend a moment in the chapel –

Flame is given to local scout groups

or just chat with other tired leaders.

big

international

FInnjamboree

The campsite is at Evo in

This area is meant to be a

use the sauna,

The NSGF will have their own special
day

on

22nd

July

with

a

visitors’

reception, lunch, a main speaker, guided
walks through the camp area etc. It is
the first time that our NSGF has been
represented

to

this

extent

on

a

national/international jamboree and we
hope to spread information about our
organization to a lot of potential new
members.
New guild members

Other activities

Many of the guild scouts take part in

The Ambassadors Guild arranged a trip
to Kenya in February, visiting also the
graves of Lord and Lady Baden-Powell at

the scout groups in their town and are
helping and working voluntarily and the
Jamboree that will be held next July.

Nyeri. Four members of Finland´s NSGF

All the groups meet at least once a

participated in the trip which was a

month during from September to May in

great success.

their

home

town.

They

have

fun

together, work on specific items like the

Liv Aure-Olli, IS Finland

group in Akureyri who takes care of the
crosses in the church yard. Some groups
meet and have fun and eat traditional

News from

food that is not often eaten at home,

Iceland

like Kótelettur. Some of the guild scouts

In Iceland we have 8 groups. Most of

sing together in the Scouting choir.

them are in the south west area in
Hveragerði,

Reykjanesbær,

Hafnar-

fjörður, Kópavogur and Reykjavík. And
we have two groups in Akureyri in the
North Coast. Twice a year we have a
gathering from all the clubs at the
Friendship Day and St. George’s Day. In
April we went to Hveragerði and visited
the Art Gallery in town and afterwords
gathered

at

the

scouting

home

Hveragerði for coffee and cakes.

in
Having fun on a Kótelettur evening, playing the
story of the three goats and the troll

and as leader of a number of scout work

The Peace Light

camps for Norges speiderforbund in Ny
Every year we send the Peace Light
around. The nuns in the Carmel Cloister
in Hafnarfjörður are taking care of the
light during the year and we have a small
ceremony where we come together to
get the light in the end of November.
During December month the light is
passed around in the towns I mentioned
above. In my town Hafnarfjörður we
bring it to the four churches in town. In
December we had two young scouts with
us in the cloister. They are the great-

Ålesund.
We arrived in Longyearbyen 31 August
rather

early

(0020

hours),

and

immediately realised that we were very
far north: although the sun had sunk
below the north horizon, it was still
almost daylight. Also, newly fallen snow
on the mountains surrounding the town
provided

a

dramatic

and

beautiful

picture – highlighting the characteristic
flatlaying rock layers of the area.

grandchildren of Hörður Zóphaníasson
who was the man who brought the Peace
Light to Iceland in 2001
Kristjana Ásgeirsdóttir, IS Iceland

News from

Lithuania

Sorry, no news from Lithuania this time

Typical Sptsbergen landscape: mountains with
flatlying rock layers near Longyearbyen

We were welcomed to Mary-Ann’s Polar
Rig – a charming hostel that combined a

News from

Norway

Trip to Spitsbergen
Last year’s most popular arrangement
for the Norwegian guild members was
clearly

the Spitsbergen trip, in which

no less than 45 people participated.
Tour guide was our former national
president Harald B. Pettersen, who has
worked

both

as

sysselmannsbetjent

(police chief inspector) in Longyearbyen

pleasant and personal style with a
robust impression of miners and polar
bear hunters of earliert times.
We were also shown the sights of
Longyarbyen, both the remnants of oldfashioned overhead coal transport and
more modern digging machinery. A talk
about mining and arctic nature was also
included, as well as a trip to the
Spitsbergen Museum.

walked slowly and majestetically on a
small hill at the edge of the glacier, and
did not seem to be bothered by bigeyed and camera-clicking tourists.
The trip was concluded with a visit to
Longyearbyen church, a suitable finale
to a trip that provided very many
impressions for remembering and for

Sightseeing in Longyearbyen

There

are

very

few

roads

on

Spitsbergen, so there was little bus and
car traffic. Instead, the tourist ship
”Billefjord” took us on day trips into the
fjords to see glaciers and the two
Russian towns Barentsburg, where coal
is still mined, and Pyramiden, where the
mining

has

now

been

closed

down.

Particularly Pyramiden gav us a very
special impression, the town had been a
busy and living town for many years,
until a political decision around 20 years
ago almost overnight converted it into a
classical ghost town. Today, a total of 12
people live there during the summer
season. They run a hotel and tourist
guide service for the few people who
visit - and represent Russia’s geopolitical intention to maintain their
activities on Spitsbergen.

reflection.
It may be worth mentioning that the
trip was so successful, and the interest
from our members so great, that it was
quickly decided to organise another trip
in 2016. It will be held in July, when the
arctic flora is at its best - and the trip
is already fully booked.

Ambassadors Guild trip to Kenya
More recently,

seven

of

our

guild

members went to Kenya with a group
from the International Ambassadors
Guild (IAG), with members also from
Finland, UK and Sweden. The main
purpose of the trip was to celebrate
Thinking Day (or Founder’s Day, as it is
called locally) in the town of Nyeri,
where Lord and Lady Baden-Powell have
been laid to rest. The main event is a
parade down Baden-Powell Road, through
Baden-Powell Memorial Garden and past
the gravesite in the adjacent cemetery.
Not only Kenyan scouts and guides took
part, visitors from other countries, both
in Africa and in other parts of the world

Nordenskiöld Glacier

All the participants’ dream of seeing a
polar bear in real life was also fulfilled
(although at a very safe distance), it

participated in a parade dominated by
happy, smiling children. With tens of
thousand of scouts and guides, the
parade must be one of the biggest
gathering

of

scouts

in

the

world!

Wreaths from a number of scout and
guide organizations, including IAG, were
laid down in a very moving ceremony.

IAG members and local scouts in Pigeon Park

Founder’s Day parade in Nyeri

One of the puposes of Ambassador Guild
travels is to meet local guild members

We further spent a day in Ol Pajeta
nature reserve, seeing an impressive
selection

of

animals,

ranging

from

baboons to a family of lions.

and scouts leaders. Peter Kimita, former
Distric Commioner for Nyeri was our
tour leader and guide, and we were able
to meet Nyeri guild members, as well.

Giraffes in Ol Pajeta Nature Reserve

The one experience we will remember
Meeting Nyeri scout leaders and guild members

for the longest time will, however, be a
visit to groups of scouts in the Nairobi

We also visited Pigeon Park, a campsite

slum. Friendly and enthusiastic children

and training centre for scouts and other

welcomed us – they were clearly happy

youngsters, to which both the IAG and

to meet and greet guilders from foreign

the Norwegian National Guild have given

countries. It was thought-provoking to

financial support.

see the enthusiasm that the children
showed for being allowed to learn
scouting skills – and good to see the
efforts given by their leaders to give
them competencies needed to ensure a
fair status in society: this was clearly
scouting in practice.

Local news

News from

Sweden

Our scout camp site at Kvernmoen, a
small, disused farm located east of
Halden in South East Norway, close to
the Swedish border, is being improved.
The camp site is run by the guilds, and
has recently recieved support from
banks for building a climbing tower. The
construction of the tower is ongoing,
and the tower is expected to be very
popular with scouts and guides who go
there for district or group camps.

Future events: National scout
and guide camp 2017 in Bodø
We would like to inform you that the
National

Camp

of

Norges

speider-

forbund will be held in Bodø, North
Norway, 1-8 July 2017. As usual, we
shall have a guild members’ subcamp,
with the slogan ”Blå på leir” (”Blue in
camp”) – reflecting the standard blue

The Peace Light
Late last autumn we distributed the
Peace Light from Betlehem in the usual
way. The distribution always starts with
a ceremony in Helsingborg, when the
flame has arrived from Denmark. This
year, we had an unusually high number of
participants. Unfortunately, we were
unable to reach the area east of Lake
Vättern, buth apart from that, the
”travel route” went all the way up to
Jukkasjärvi in the north, and included
transport

onwards

to

Norway

and

Finland. Since the ceremony celebrated
its 20 years anniversary, we had made a
20-year badge for sale. We managed to
sell 200 of them. The Peace Light has
got its own home page and is also on
Facebook.

colour of the Norwegian guilds. One of
the tasks of the guild group will be to
run Hotelt (i.e. tent-hotel) for parents,
former scout leaders and others who
want to visit the camp. We encourage
our Nordic-Baltic guild colleagues to
visit the camp – there will be a chance
to

experience

not

only

scouting

activities, but also midnight sun and a
stay at the Hotelt. More information
about the 2017 camp and Hotelt booking
will be provided later.
Knut Jorde, IS Norway

Peace Light distribution meeting in Sweden

Workshop
During our last National Guild Assembly
we organised a workshop, where we
among

other

things

following questions:

discussed

the

1. How do we involve the local guilds
more strongly in the St. Georges
Guilds of Sweden?
2. How can we improve the contact
between the National Guild
management and the guilds?
3. Can we reduce the meeting time
in the National Guild Assembly to
provide more time for social
activities?
4. Can we drop the printed version
of
our
quarterly
magazine
”Gillescouten”?
5. Can we follow Norway’s example
and organise a Hotelt Project on
the 2017 National Scout camp?
After a very fruitful discussion we
concluded that the answer to points 3
and 5 was ”yes”. The other points will
be discussed further.

Future events: Nordic–Baltic
Gathering 2018 in Gothenburg
We have started to plan the NordicBaltic Gathering in 2018. It will be held
in Gothenburg in the period 24–28
August. There is no other major event in
Gothenburg at that time, hence the
hotel that we have booked for the
gathering could give us a better price at
that time.
Lena Claesson, NP Sweden

